InnoWEE project will focus on the development and field tests of new high performance prefabricated geopolymeric panels made with a large content of recycled CDW for outdoor and indoor building walls.

The different and combined solutions will be assessed in terms of energy efficiency and environmental sustainability, cost-effectiveness in manufacturing and installation, market potential and exploitability. The products will have different characteristics and a high performance like low or high thermal transmittance in function of the application, high fire resistance, lightness, high mechanical robustness, enhanced surface properties. Affordable costs of these solutions will be ensured by the low formulation costs due to the use of recycled waste materials and by the easier and faster installation/removal practices. Moreover, the raw materials used and the associated production technologies will contribute to the reduction of embodied energy and the CO₂ emission during manufacturing and installation, and the associated production technologies will be established and environmental performance analysis (LCA) will be conducted. Finally the first preliminary business model will be developed.

WP1. Identification of the waste typologies and their use in new construction material
Main objective of WP1 is the identification and categorization of the CDW typologies collected in Europe. Their performance will be analyzed in laboratory and a production line will be set up for treatment of CDW. Moreover, existing European and national standards, codes and guidelines will be identified and updated. Based on these assessments, performance indicators for the efficiency evaluation of the new materials will be established and environmental performance analysis (LCA) will be conducted. Finally the first preliminary business model will be developed.

WP2. Development of the new materials including different construction waste and performance evaluation in laboratory
The activities will be focused on the definition of the design of geopolymer binder, and on the development and assessment (physical/mechanical characteristics) of the prototypes of new eco-friendly insulating façade and radiating panels.

WP3. Production definition and scale up of new panels
The technical plant design and production steps of geopolymeric components will be established in order to upscale eco-friendly insulating façade and radiating panels, set up small scale production of panels for demo site applications and assess industrial production.

WP4. Selection of the best technical solutions, energy performance and project design
The best solution for an easy installation and disassembly of panels based on architectural and costs evaluation will be identified. The solutions will be optimized by modelling the energy performance of the different scenarios. This will permit to elaborate the project designs for each demo building.

WP5. Demonstration and validation in field, performance evaluation and scenarios
The selected solutions will be installed in 4 buildings: a pilot demo case, a new, an existing and a historical building. This will permit the evaluation of the performance and durability in field with respect to energy efficiency, comfort, and cost. Results will be monitored in compliance with national/European standards, codes and guidelines for all demo sites. The innovative products will be also compared with the traditional ones in terms of installation time and costs. Moreover, their performance will be evaluated in a large European scenario.

WP6. Business models, market introduction plan and future impact
This WP will define the production and installation methods for a large scale application and capital costs of ownership. A final business plan with respective risk assessment and sensitivity analysis of data will be developed. Furthermore, the costs vs performance during the whole life cycle (LCCA) will be evaluated. Exploitation plans for different European markets centred on SME interests will be developed, and a Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) approach will be used for supporting environmentally sound decision for waste management.

WP7. Dissemination exploitation and communication activities
The main actions in this WP includes setting-up and maintenance of a web site, wide dissemination of the outcomes towards stakeholders, promotion of the project among the academic community, governments, policy makers, designers and engineers, energy efficiency social housing, definition of a training plan, development of training material and training of end-users, awareness of knowledge exchange and easy communication among the partners, as well as between partners and stakeholders.
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Componente prefabricate Inovatoare care includ diferite Deseuri materiale rezultate din constructii si demolari si reduc consumul de energie al cladirii, minimizand impactul asupra Mediului.

Scopul principal al proiectului InnoWEE este de a identifica o reutilizare optimizata a deseurilor din materiale de Constructii si Demolari (CDW), producand panouri prefabricate, radiante si izolante cu o inalta valoare adaugata pentru a fi utilizate in Cladiri mai Eficiente din punct de vedere Energetic.

InnoWEE se bazeaza pe:

Recuperarea, demontarea, selectia si tratarea CDW.

Dezvoltarea unor panouri geopolimerice, prefabricate, de o noua performanta ridicata si panouri geopolimetrice, radiante.

Fabricarea unui produs care sa fie eficient ca pret, competitiv, robust, de incredere si cu o intretinere redusa.

Crearea unor solutii practice si sustenabile pentru cladiri si usor de integrat in design-ul cladirilor.

Evaluarea performantei noului panou in demo-site-uri caracterizate de diferite conditii climatice.